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It is known that I'IR spectra of human tissues are specific and can be used to discriminate between
various disease states. Since the occurrence of prostate cancer disease seems to be increasing during the re-
cent years, cancer and healthy parts of prostate tissues were examined in this study. The human prostate tis-
sues were obtained during surgical operation. Sections of samples were mounted onto Mylar foils and meas-
ured by both Fourier Transform Infrared TIR) microspectroscopy and Synchrotron Radiation Induced X-
ray Emission (SRIXE) methods. Neighbouring sections of tissues were mounted onto glass slides for histo-
pathological study. Standard FTIR analyses of tissue sections are performed on samples placed on IR-
transparent materials such as KBr, and BaF2or microscopic glass but in this study we have analyzed tissues
on Mylar foils as well.

SRIXE analysis of trace element concentrations in cancer and healthy parts of prostate tissues show sig-
nificant differences between elemental concentrations. The levels of Ca and Fe concentrations in cancer tis-
sue are much higher than in healthy tissues. The opposite relation is observed for Zn.

The same tissues which had been placed on Mylar foil and previously analyzed with SRIXE were ana-
lyzed with FTIR spectroscopy. For FTIR analysis the same areas of the tissues were chosen. In addition, the
tissues placed on KBr and standard microscopic glass were also measured. In the region from 2800 cm- to
3000 cm-' there are differences for prostate
tissues what is presented in the figure. As is
seen the band at 2930 cm-' is more intense
than the band at 2960 cm-' for cancer tissue 0
spectrum (a). The relative intensity ratio of C.
v,,CH2 t v,,,CH3 changes from 1.05 for

U>
healthy parts (b) to 1.5 for cancer parts (a) of
the prostate tissue spectra. Similar relation -E C*

can be observed for the bands due to symmet- b

ric stretching vibrations vCH2 and vCH3-
These differences may indicate disorder of
the CH3groups in the prostate cancer tissue.

Our study confirms that the region of CH
stretchin- bands can be used to distinguish 2080 296D 2940 2S20 29'00 28'80 2860 286 2820

healthy and cancer parts of the analyzed tis- WavenUMbff I m4)

sue. Fig. 1: FTIR spectra of cancer part (a) and healthy part
(b) of the prostate tissue section.
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